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In any gathering of human resources professionals today their conver-
sation is dominated by questions of strategic talent management. These
professionals and their executives want to know how they can more
effectively acquire and manage the talent their organizations need to
meet their current client and customer needs, as well as be staffed for
the demands they expect to be facing. This is without question the most
pressing practical challenge in human resources management today
throughout the world. However, this cacophony of practical questions
and ad hoc advice makes it difficult to know what to trust. People use
the word “talent” to mean very different things. For example, does
talent management refer only to elite employees, or is every employee
in the organization talent? Further, is talent management just old
human resources management under a new name? Such questions,
and the circumstances that make any one approach useful or not, are
not well understood. Scholars have only recently begun to provide the
clarity and coherence necessary to the effective application of strategic
talent management in organizations, as is reflected in the numerous
recent journal special issues on the topic. However, such collections of
divergent perspectives do nothing to bring coherence to the subject.

Here Paul Sparrow, Hugh Scullion, and Ibraiz Tarique address this
challenge by collecting the growing body of systematic research and
integrating it into a coherent framework. Making a compelling case
that talent management places strategy at the center of employee hiring
and management retention, and that there is a range of useful innov-
ations and programs, developing one strategy is the driving objective.
This volume makes it clear there is indeed something new and import-
ant happening under the umbrella called strategic human resources
management. Yet this book does not shy from addressing the compet-
ing ideas and interpretations of talent, but lets the disputants make
their cases in their own words. The editors then go on to explain where
each perspective has the most value, using the differences to explain
and illustrate rather than taking any one perspective and seeking to impose it on others. This volume contains contributions from (and has value to) those in fields as diverse as strategy, organizational learning, organizational behavior, marketing, supply-chain management, as well as human resources management. Further, it has a global focus, recognizing that the most challenging talent management is in far-flung global firms and non-governmental organizations.

This volume will be of interest to practitioners because it will help them to distinguish armchair speculation from what has been systematically tested, as well as providing a framework for strategic human resources management that will aid them in sorting out all of the conflicting views flooding the practitioner literature. Management scholars now have a credible resource they can use to design their own studies of talent management, as well as use in their teaching and advice. We congratulate the authors for presenting and developing such a diverse set of perspectives on strategic talent management, and hope this ambitious work spurs the further development of this critical yet nascent area of scholarship.
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